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ABSTRACT

The influence of the anharmonicity of the core vibration, on the magnetic transition

II/27 —> 7/2* in H5Sn have been investigated in the frame of the quasiparticle-phonon

nuclear model. The model wave function includes a "quasiparticle + two phonons" com-

ponent. The performed numerical calculations show that those effects cannot explain the

strong reduction of the M2-transition observed in the experiment. A full agreement with

the experimental value is obtained with ge/f = 0A2g(rfree
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1. INTRODUCTION

The M2-transition between the 11/2' , and 7/2", in "5Sn shows a quenching of the
gyromagnetic factor similar to that observed for Ml and Gamov Tailor transitionsfl].
This problem has been disscussed in many papers [2,3].

For example in ief.[3] was pointed out, that one needs a strong reduction of the
single particle matrix element of magnetic transition, in order to achieve a good
agreement with experimental data. Partly a diminuation was performed due to the vjlj2

and u coefficients of Bogolubov transformation, but a full agreement was obtained
when using a quenching g-factor gclf = 0.2gflcc. A suggestion was made there, that one
should take into account the core polarization effects to improve the description.

The calculations using the shell model with configuration mixing performed in
[4] show that it is necessary to consider many single particle configurations to understand
this phenomena. In ref.[3] it was revealed that the role of the core polarization of the
neighbour even-even nucleus (ll4Sn) is of great importance for the reduction of M2-
transition. A special attention was paid to the high-lying one phonon state at high
excitation energy. In that paper the wave function of the excitated states was including
only a "quasiparticle" and "quasipartcle + one phonon" components and the
anharmonicity of the core vibration was neglected. In ref.[5] calculation of B(M2) were
performed for 2'll(Pb. The influence of the continuum on that value was considered to be
about 25%. Further one can note that the experimental values of the M2-transition in
20SPb are much greater than in "5Sn. This suggests that the fragmentation of the one
phonon states is of crucial importance for a better description of the experiment because
""*Pb is a doubly magic nucleus and the fragmentation of high-lying states is
considerably weaker than that in the nuclei with strong pairing interaction such as "5Sn
with respect to its neutron system [6].

Besides the effects mentioned above for a better understanding of the reduction of
the M2-transitions , as suggested in [3], one should consider as well the A -h interaction
and the appearance of [i -currents.

The brief review of these papers treating the reduction of M2-transition quenching of g-
factor in some nuclei, shows us that this is a problem of present interest, not completely
achieved.

The aim of the present paper is, in the frame of the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear
model ( QPNM ), to investigate the role of the anharmonic effects and the inclusion in
the model wave function of more complex components "quasiparticle + two phonons" on
the M2-transition in "5Sn.

2. MODEL CALCULATIONS

The hamiltonian used in QPNM has the form:

where Hin describes the average field in the nucleus and is chosen as Woods-Saxon

potential, Hpmr is responsible for the monopole pairing in the particle-particle channel.

HM + HSM take account of the residual interaction in the particle-hole channel. The

index M and SM show that these interactions can be written down as a multipole and spin-
multipoie expansions respectively.



The wave function of low-lying excited states in the odd-even spherical nuclei
can be expressed as an expansion including terms with different numbers of quasiparticle
and phonon creation operators.

Here we will neglect terms higher than "quasiparticle + two phonons" ones:

(2)
JM

Here a +
 Jm are creation operators of a quasiparticle with quantum numbers j and m.

The phonon creation operator reads:

l\h

where (pw
;i;, and ^,j2 are the forward and the backward amplitudes calculated in RPA,

X is the multipolarity, u. is the projection of the X and / is the number of RPA solution.
\ j / 0 is the phonon and quasiparticle vacuum.

Up to now the calculations have been performed with a wave function containing
only a "quasiparticle" and a "quasiparticle + one phonon" components[2]. In terms of (2)
that means that FX|I |XI '2A CA)) = O.

A system of equation for determination of the energies of the excited states (r\v)

and the unknown coefficients D and F can be obtained after a variation of the average
of (1) between the states (2):
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where

yx\ can be found in [7], /(X)y, is the single particle matrix element of the operator of the

magnetic transitions, v("'y; = Ujiij -vyv;. where Uj and v;- are the coefficients in the

Bogolubov's transformation.

is the matrix element taking into account the anharmonicity of the vibrations. The
equation for F^2'2 j\(Jv) can also be found in [7].

The operator of the magnetic transition can be written in terms of quasiparticle
and phonon creation and annihilation operators as follows [2]:

1

/2A.

where

v +(-

(-)h""2a+
hm,a

-* (5)

J,m,v-j2-mi

j.j, = M, V, -U, Vj

and the m(M,,;2 is the reduced single particle matrix element of the magnetic multipole

operator m(MX). It contains effective spin and orbital giromagnetic factors for neutrons

protons (g«,g*).
The expression of the reduced probability for magnetic transition reads:

B(M2;I = (21

Ml

+

(2A + 1)

1)

1 (2N + l)

x

^
X* JN(Ip)



V

where

The difference between the above written formula and that given in [3] is in the
presence of the last term which is due to the "quasiparticle + two phonons" component. If
Fx'''hjN = 0 in (6), then becomes the same as in [3].

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In our case we use a model Hamiltonian including a quadrupole, octupole and
spin-dipole forces, which are important here. The parameters, are taken the same as in
[3], in order to make possible a comparison with the results presented there.

The phonon part of the wave function (2) includes collective and non collective
quadrupole and octupole phonons and especially for the aims of the present investigation
phonons with multipolarity 2 and parity -1 are also taken into account. The radial
formfactor of the multipole and spin-multipole forces is taken in the form f(r) = dU/dr.

The effect of the anharmonicity of the vibrations of the even-even core (114Sn)
can be seen on fig.(l, 2) [9].

The calculation taking into account the anharmonidty was done with a phonon
basis, which involves only phonons with XK = 2", T and 3' This truncation of the phonon
basis does not change considerably the result obtained in a full phonon space.

The strength function plotted on fig.2 reads [7]:

= ]T fl(M2;0%., ->2",)^ A ! _ ( 7)

where A is a parameter. In this case A = 0,5 Mev.
On fig. 1 we see two main regions of excitation energy, where the strongest M2-

transition are concentrated: 8 Mev - 10 Mev and 17 Mev - 20 Mev.
As pointed out in ref.[8] the state at energy -18 Mev is a "spin" state and it gives

the predominant contribution to the value of B(M2). This fragmentation of this state can
be seen on fig.2. The state is spread over a broad energetic interval (-7 Mev). Also we
note that at low energies ( < 5 Mev) there is a tail, which is supposed to have a
considerable influence on the transition 11 / 2"i —> 7 / 2+i in the odd-even nucleus n5Sn.

The numerical calculations are done for "5Sn which has a minimal values for the
B(M2) from the whole chain of isotopes [3]. Recently the value B(M2; H/2,-^7/2*,) =
4.66 +/- 0.04 \i2NJm2 was measured by Prade et al.[4]. In their paper they have tried to
describe this transition neglecting the core polarization. The calculation have been done
with parameters determined experimentally and in the RPA. For example v+u = 0.65 +/-
0.02(1=11/2, J=7/2) which is less than the one obtained in the parametrisation we have
used. In the same paper v+u is the basic factor standing for ihe reduction of the M2-
transition. However the obtained results require the use of gs'

s = 0,25g/r" to have

agreement with the experimental value.
Although the contribution of g/ff = 0.25g/ree in the norm of the model wave

function is small(~3%), their contribution to the B(M2) value can not be estimated
apriori as unsignificant, because the D-coefficients are also small, but as we have
commented earlier their inclusion in the wave function is the cause of a considerable
reduction of B(M2).
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Fig.}. Distribution of M2-Strengthfunction in the isotope "*Sn
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Fig.2. M2-Strength function values in the isotopes Sn



Among the new terms in the expression for Z?(M2;ll/2 i—»7/2+i)

proportional to D/ l"(/p).F /w
xa"1(7\)) and D jUn(jv).FJN

hXm(Ip) the biggest

contribution give the ones:

Dr< lgm+ (7 / 2+,). F r
 lft/I+

4V*' (11 / 2", ) £ 5X (2-43)

and
D2*' ,*iui. (11/2",). F2" .^-"V* 1 (7 / 2+, ) £ 5T (2"43)

There contribution in the whole change on the matrix element of m(M2) is about
65%. That follows from the discussion of fig.l, where we pointed out that the principe
influence on B(M2) is expected from the fragmentation of the high lying one phonon
state with quantum numbers XK =2~. On the other hand some noticiable effect is
expected from the collective surface vibration described by the first 2+ phonons. Our
results are presented in table 1. From this table we can estimate that the influence of
"quasiparticle + two phonons components is lest than 10%. The small differences
between the numerical value presented here these obtained in [3] are due to the basis
truncation made here. But with regard to the main purpose of this work, these differences
are not of primary importance, because we are mainly interested in the relative effect
from the inclusion of a supplementary term in the model wave function. As one can note
the reduction due to that component provides much better description of the experiment.

Table 1. Experiment and Theoretical values

of fi(M2;ll/2--4 7/2+) .u . .w
2 /m2 . in nsSn

( g/r"y^wrvr =0.846 , C W =0.887 , C V =0.973

THEORY

without with core polarization
EXPERIMENT core

polarization [a+,m<2V< ] [a+jmQ*\\\L\nQ*

4.66+/-0.04 95 34.9 32.7



3. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

In this work we have taken into account the influence of the "quasipartcle + two
phonons" components in the model wave function of the excited states and of the
anharmonicity vibration of the even-even core of the M2-transition between 11/2, and
7/2+, states in "sSn. It was shown that the effect is a further reduction (~ 6%) of B(M2),
which is insufficient to describe the experimental data, using gs

e" = g,frcc to achieve that we
needg;ff = 0.42gte.
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